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An agent based model was developed to examine the growth of a tumor in a 
healthy cell population.  Response to radiation and impact of mutation and bystander 
effects were studied.  In the growth model, the cancer cells proliferated outward becoming 
invasive.  The mass of cancer cells developed a necrotic core.  Various treatment protocols 
of radiation were compared.   Timing of treatments was critical to the success of therapy.  
The event of mutation was rare.  When mutation occurred, either unsuccessful treatment or 
re-growth could result.  Multiple rounds of radiation potentially led to increased mutation.  
Low levels of the bystander effect had little impact on the overall behavior of the system 
vii 
when considered alone and in combination with mutation.  Higher levels of bystander 
effect and increased affected area resulted in significant cell death.  Increasing the radius of 
the bystander effect in combination with mutation resulted in large numbers of mutation 
and unsuccessful treatment.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Motivation 
 
 Cancer is one of the most prevalent diseases in the world today.  According to the 
World Health Organization (WHO) it is the leading cause of death worldwide, responsible 
for approximately 13% of all deaths in 2008, or 7.6 million lives [11].  In addition, the 
trend of the number of cancer cases is increasing each year, and is expected to continue to 
rise in the future. This trend is attributed to three key facts.  First, the world population is 
increasing.  Even if the rate of cancer stays the same, we will see an increase in the number 
of cases.  Secondly, the population is aging.  Age is an important risk factor for being 
diagnosed with cancer.  Thus, as the population ages, more people are in a higher age 
category, and the number of cancer cases will increase.  Lastly, there is a significant 
increase in the incidence rates of cancer even if the population the population were to 
remain unchanged.  With these factors working together, Boyle and Levin predict that the 
number of cancer cases will increase from 10.9 million cases in 2002 to an estimated 26.4 
million cases with 17 million deaths by just 2030 [4].  With such a large number of cases 
of cancer, there is more to consider than just the social burden of the disease. 
 The financial and economic strain that a population riddled with cancer has on a 
country is astronomical.  Cancer care cost the American public 104.1 billion dollars in 
2006, and the cost of lost economic productivity was estimated to be 134.8 billion dollars 
in 2005 [8].  With estimates that the number of cases of cancer is to increase, it is 
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imperative that strides be made to address the issue.  The burden of cancer can only be 
reduced through cancer prevention, early detection, and improved treatments or cures. 
 So far, the field of mathematics has played a significant role in understanding the 
dynamics of solid tumor growth.  Mathematical models have been employed in 
combination with experimental results since the 1920s with an explosion of published 
work starting in the 1990s [1].  Techniques have included many kinds of differential 
equations such as linear, nonlinear, ordinary, partial, time delay, single and multi-
dimensional, etc.  More recently, cellular automaton models and agent based modeling 
have also been used.  Most models have primarily been deterministic and of steadily 
increasing complexity [1], [15].  Early models focused on understanding growth and 
dynamics, and more recent models have investigated hypothesized causations and 
observed phenomena [1].  While much study has been done on radiation of cancer cells to 
develop more effective and more targeted treatments, little has been done investigating the 
impact of radiation on surrounding healthy tissue during and after radiation.  In addition, 
many models are still currently poorly parameterized [15].  It is necessary to improve our 
understanding of basic parameters to improve existing models.  Agent based modeling is 
particularly useful for this kind of study.  It allows a complex model to be built, and 
different aspects to be turned “on” and “off” in order to isolate a particular parameter of 
interest or combination of parameters.  Studying or varying one parameter at a time gives 
the ability to pinpoint the effect of the parameter or the causation of a qualitative event.   
 This paper will focus on understanding the growth of a tumor and investigating the 
effect of one type of treatment, radiotherapy, with the inclusion of some stochastic 
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elements.  First, we will develop a mathematical model for the growth of a tumor in 
NetLogo.  We will validate this model by noticing analogous features and behaviors of our 
cell population to those of a tumor occurring naturally.  Next, Radiotherapy will be 
introduced, and we will look at the impact of radiation treatment timing.  Finally, we will 
draw some conclusions about the ideal administration of radiotherapy that should most 
effectively reduce tumor growth and spare healthy tissue. Radiation induced mutation and 
the bystander effect will be examined. 
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Chapter 2: Biological Background 
 
Cell Cycle  
 Broadly, the cell cycle consists of four ordered stages: Mitosis, Gap1, Synthesis, 
and Gap2.  In each stage, the cell undergoes a different process.  In Mitosis, the cell 
divides and produces two daughter cells.  Gap1 follows Mitosis and is the gap between cell 
division and DNA replication.  During this stage, the cell primarily takes up nutrients and 
grows.  Synthesis is characterized by DNA replication.  In Gap2, the cell continues to grow 
and prepare for Mitosis by synthesizing the necessary proteins [5]. 
  The length of the cell cycle varies, but an average actively proliferating human cell 
requires about 24 hours to complete one cycle.  Given that a cell takes 24 hours to 
complete a cycle, then it will spend about one hour in Mitosis, four hours in Gap2, eight 
hours in Synthesis, and up to eleven hours in Gap1.  The times spent in Mitosis, Gap2, and 
Synthesis are generally consistent.  The time spent in Gap1 varies based on nutrient 
availability and uptake [5]. 
 The cell cycle is regulated in numerous ways at each stage.  Using information 
from the outside environment as well as from inside the cell itself, progression from one 
stage to the next can be controlled.  At some checkpoints, DNA is repaired of any damage.  
At other checkpoints, the cell ensures that there are sufficient nutrients available, or that 
the necessary proteins have been synthesized.    The number of such checkpoints is not 
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well established, nor is the precise function at each checkpoint known.  There are a few 
checks that are agreed upon and have been identified as vital to the survival of a healthy 
cell population [4]. 
 In order to sustain healthy tissue, cells must recognize when to stop dividing.  If the 
surrounding cell density is too high, continued replication could cause deficient amounts of 
nutrients to sustain the growing population or result in a lack of physical space for 
individual cells to adequately grow.   Therefore, healthy cells have a mechanism to stop 
dividing when density becomes too high.  This check usually occurs in Gap1.  If a given 
density is exceeded, then the cell will not progress in the cell cycle.  Instead, it will go into 
a quiescent phase, denoted by 0G .  In this stage, cells continue to take up nutrients and 
remain metabolically active, but they do not replicate.  If a cell does not enter the quiescent 
stage from Gap1, then the density condition will no longer affect the cell cycle [5]. 
 A second check, also occurring in Gap1, is a nutrient check.  If availability of 
nutrients falls below a certain level, the cell is signaled to stop replicating.  Again, it will 
enter 0G , and it will not progress into Synthesis.  If the cell does not enter quiescence from 
Gap1, then it is usually allowed to complete the entire cell cycle.  In this work, the primary 
nutrient considered is glucose [5]. 
   It is important to note that a cell in 0G  is capable of re-entering Gap1.  When 
surrounding conditions become suitable for replication in terms of density and nutrient 
availability, a cell is allowed to continue growing and then progress to Synthesis.  In a 
healthy cell population, it is normal for cells to remain in this quiescent stage for long 
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periods of time.  Many animal cell lines spend the majority of their lives in the quiescent 
stage, re-entering the cell cycle only to replace cells that have died or been damaged [3]. 
 
Figure 1 - Cell Cycle.  The cell cycle consists of Mitosis, Gap1, Synthesis and Gap2.  There is a check for 
density and nutrient availability occurring in Gap1 in which cells may be signaled to enter a quiescent 
phase, 0G .  When conditions allow, the cell is able to re-enter Gap1 [5]. 
   
 At any stage of the cell cycle, if nutrient levels fall below a critical level, a cell will 
die of necrosis.  This is not considered a checkpoint, but rather a reaction to lack of 
nutrients.  The cell simply becomes unable to perform vital functions  [14]. 
 
Cancer Cells 
 Cancer is a broad term for a class of diseases characterized by abnormally rapid 
growth and invasion of surrounding tissue.  Cancer can occur anywhere in the body, and 
will almost always spread to other organs and systems [11].  Tumor growth usually begins 
with the mutation of a single cell [4].   Cancer cells generally grow faster and take up 
nutrients more aggressively than normal cells.  They are known to become more aggressive 
in successive generations [6].   The idea of increasing aggressiveness was not incorporated 
into the model.   
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 Mutation is caused by a combination of environmental and genetic factors.  The 
activation of oncogenes, genes that promote cell proliferation, or the deletion of growth 
suppression genes are two common types of mutations that can give rise to the growth of a 
cancerous tumor.  Mutations such as these are apparent in almost all cancers.  This means 
there is no growth inhibition when cell density is high or when nutrient levels are relatively 
low.  The signal for a cell to divide is essentially stuck "on"[4]. 
 The biological structure of most tumors is similar.  A necrotic core comprised of 
dead cells lies in the center due to lack of nutrients.  It is surrounded by a ring of nutrient 
starved cells.  Cells in this layer often do not reach division because they have not yet 
absorbed enough nutrients to support the process.  The outer region contains rapidly 
proliferating cells, pushing outward to invade healthy tissue [9]. 
 
Figure 2 - Structure of a Tumor. Generally, a tumor is comprised of a dead center surrounded by a layer of 
nutrient starved cells and layer of rapidly proliferating and invasive cells.  (Cite - modeling and simulation of 
radiotherapy) 
 
 The presence of the necrotic core and nutrient starved cells often cause a 
phenomenon called angiogenesis.  This is where surrounding tissue will develop blood 
vessels to supply the distressed cells with oxygen and nutrients.  This phenomenon was not 
included in the model [4]. 
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Radiotherapy 
 Radiation treatment, or radiotherapy, is a widely used treatment for fighting cancer.  
Over half of all cancer patients will receive this kind of therapy [4].  Aside from surgery, 
radiotherapy is the most effective means of killing cancer cells [9]. 
 Radiotherapy works by targeting a beam of radiation at a cluster of cells.  This 
beam creates double strand breaks in DNA which cannot be adequately repaired, 
ultimately resulting in death of the cell [9].   A Radiation dose is defined as energy 
deposited per unit mass of tissue and is expressed in Gray, Gy, or Joule per kg  [14].  The 
challenge is to target cancer cells without causing too much damage to the surrounding 
healthy tissue.  Dosage that is too high can result in too much healthy tissue loss and death 
of the patient.  Dosage that is too low may not be effective in reducing the population of 
cancer cells [9].  The standard dose of radiation is 2gy and the standard course of treatment 
is one dose a day for six weeks, excluding weekends [10].   
 Cells are more resistant or more sensitive to radiation at particular stages in the cell 
cycle.  During Synthesis, when DNA is being duplicated, cells are very resistant to 
radiation [13].  This is due to the fact that detection and repair functions of the cell are the 
most active during this stage [9].  Cells are most sensitive during Mitosis and Gap2 [13].   
 One concern with radiotherapy is the increased evidence that non-irradiated cells in 
the neighborhood of radiation are also impacted.   This is commonly known as the 
bystander effect [14]. While it is theorized that the bystander effect is of import, the details 
of this are not yet well understood.  We explore the possible range of effects from 
bystander radiation.   
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 A final concern to be addressed is the causation of mutation.  Cancer is caused by 
the mutation of the DNA of a cell, and radiation, by nature, targets DNA.  Thus, exposure 
to radiation can cause in increased probability of mutation either in bystanders or surviving 
radiated cells [14].  We will investigate the impact mutations have on tumor outcomes.   
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Chapter 3: Development of Models 
 
Agent-Based Modeling and NetLogo 
 Agent-based models evolved from cellular automaton models, and are models in 
which both independent and dependent variables are defined discretely and analyzed by 
computer and numerical simulations. The dynamics of the model are determined by local 
rules, where individuals or particles of the system are affected by nearest neighbors or the 
surrounding environment.  Properly defined in A Course in Mathematical Biology: “A 
cellular automaton is a tuple A=(G,E,U,f) of a grid G of cells, a set of elementary states E, 
a set defining the neighborhood U, and a local rule f.”  These models can be used to study 
the interaction of different agents and the impact of these agents on the entire system [6]. 
 John von Neumann developed one of the first cellular automaton models in 1952 in 
his investigation of how a complex system can copy itself [6].  This was done with paper 
and pencil only and was prior to any knowledge of DNA replication, making the model 
both innovative and illuminating [6].  Until the availability of more powerful computers, 
however, very little was published using these systems [6]. Now, extensive exploration of 
cellular automaton systems is possible and widely used in the mathematical community.  
Agent based modeling has been used in the fields of economics, art, biology, chemistry, 
computer science, networks, social science, and gaming [16].  It is particularly useful in 
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mathematical biology in the study of infectious disease, forest fires, population growth 
dynamics, and systems where contact between individuals is of local nature [6].     
 NetLogo is an agent-based modeling program well suited for modeling 
complicated, time-dynamic systems.  In the NetLogo environment, there is a grid of cells 
and a set of agents which move around the grid.  Each cell in the grid is called a “patch” 
and each agent is called a “turtle”.  Patches and turtles exist in particular states and follow 
a defined set of rules.  The neighborhoods for the patches and turtles can be defined as 
desired.  Turtles are differentiated by "breed", or type.  Each turtle is assigned a particular 
breed.  Turtles are able to "own" other characteristics, values, or features.  Behaviors or 
commands can be given to all turtles, to particular breeds of turtles, or to turtles with some 
other distinguishable attribute such as location or value of some "owned" characteristic.  
The patches also "own" characteristics and can be given commands.  Turtles can interact 
with other turtles as well as with the patches.  In the model developed here, each tick 
represents one hour [16]. 
 
Parameter Values 
 Cells differ vastly from one line of cell to another.  Different kinds of cells require 
different amounts of nutrients, grow and divide at different rates, exist in different 
densities, et cetera.  It was therefore necessary to find some starting point, and ensure 
parameters were relatively accurate by examining behavior of the system.  The general 
features of the system should be consistent with behavior of a population of naturally 
occurring cells.   
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 Based on the grid structure for NetLogo, the number of allowed neighbors for a cell 
was taken to be eight.  Thus, if a cell is surrounded by eight or more cells in its 
neighborhood, density was too high to enter synthesis.  This was based off of a model done 
by Richard, Kirkby, Webb, and Kirkby in [14].  Since the models developed here allowed 
for the possibility of more than one cell on a patch, it was necessary to account for cells 
located on the same patch, rather than just on neighboring patches.  Thus, the actual value 
used was nine, eight neighbors plus the cell itself.  
The average glucose absorption per cell per hour was based on the work of 
Faraday, Hayter, and Kirkby in [7].  The rate constant for glucose consumption was 
estimated at 83.6 10  ml/cell/hr for a glucose concentration of 0.1 mg/ml  [7].  Thus, 
average glucose absorption was taken to be 93.6 10 mg/cell/hr .  The remaining 
parameters were estimated based on this value. 
First, to allow for variation from one cell to another, the parameter efficiency was 
introduced.  This parameter was the amount of glucose absorbed per hour for an individual 
cell.  For healthy cells, efficiency was assigned randomly with a normal distribution based 
on an average value 93.6 10  mg/cell/hr and standard deviation of one-third of this value, 
or 81.2 10  ml/cell/hr .   In order to keep glucose absorption limited, the maximum 
possible glucose absorption was allowed to be twice the average amount, 
or 97.2 10 mg/cell/hr .   
Efficiency for cancer cells was taken to be higher than that of a healthy cell since 
cancer cells generally absorb nutrients more aggressively.  Thus, the average efficiency for 
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cancer cells was assigned randomly with a range of 93.6 10 mg/cell/hr , the average for a 
healthy cell, to 97.2 10 mg/cell/hr , the maximum possible glucose absorption. 
The average nutrient requirement to transition from   Gap1 to synthesis was found 
by multiplying average glucose consumption by the average amount of time a proliferating 
cell spends in Gap1,    9 83.6 10  mg/cell/hr 11 hr 3.96 10  mg/cell     .  Again, to allow 
for variation, the transition requirement was normally distributed in the population with an 
average of 83.96 10  mg/cell and standard deviation of one-third this value, 
or 81.32 10  mg/cell .   
The quiescent glucose level was taken to be the average amount of glucose required 
for two cells to complete an entire cell cycle.  Sufficient glucose for two cells was required 
because division results in two cells, and glucose must be available for both.  Thus, the 
quiescent level was set at    9 72 3.6 10  mg/cell/hr 24hr 1.728 10  mg/cell      .   
Finally, the critical glucose level was taken to be three quarters of the amount of 
glucose required for an entire cell cycle.  This amount was used because cells in 
quiescence utilize less glucose than when they are actively dividing, but still require 
enough glucose to maintain regular metabolic functions.  Therefore, the critical glucose 
level was set at    9 83 3.6 10  mg/cell/hr 24hr 6.48 10  mg/cell
4
      .   
It was assumed that glucose could diffuse rapidly through the system, so the 
diffusion rate was set at 1.  It was also assumed that enough glucose was supplied to 
maintain healthy tissue.  Enough glucose was defined to be the amount for which a healthy 
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cell population would maintain quiescence due to cell density (ie, glucose on the patches 
should remain above the quiescent level in a healthy cell population), and if some cells 
were killed, the surrounding cells would re-enter the cell cycle to replace them.  A starting 
glucose value of 610 mg with replenishing amount of 61.1 10  was found to be sufficient.   
The above parameters were used in all models.  Additional parameters were needed 
in the radiation model.  These parameters included survival probability, mutation 
probability, repair, and bystander-radiation.  Of these, only survival probability was fixed.  
The survival probability was taken to be 37 percent [12].  The remaining parameters are 
not yet well understood, and one of the goals of the model was to investigate behavior of 
the system for various choices of these parameters.  One dose of radiation was considered 
to be the standard dose of 2Gy [12].  The standard treatment was taken to be 1 dose every 
24 hours for 30 consecutive days.  This is consistent with the standard radiation treatment 
with the modification that weekends are not skipped [10].   
A table of these parameter values can be found in Appendix A.   
 
Glucose and Healthy Cell Model 
The primary source of nutrients in the system was considered to be glucose.  While 
cell growth depends on many other nutrients, the availability of glucose is certainly a 
determining factor for progression of the cell into Mitosis.  Therefore, patches of the 
system were allowed to own glucose.  Defining a glucose value for each individual patch 
allowed the diffusion of glucose throughout the system.   
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 The first model created was a glucose-only model, showing diffusion of glucose 
through the “world”.  To set up the model, patches were categorized to be either border 
patches or main patches.  Border patches were patches along the border of the “world”, or 
patches with less than eight neighboring patches.  Main patches were all interior patches, 
or patches with eight neighboring patches.   An initial glucose value was assigned to 
border patches and main patches.  In the glucose-only model, the initial main patch glucose 
value was zero and initial border patch glucose was non-zero in order to allow the 
visualization of glucose diffusion.  This set up can be initialized by the user on the main 
interface of the program by clicking the “Set up” button. 
 To start diffusing, the “diffuse” command was used in NetLogo.  This causes each 
patch to share some percent of its variable-value with neighboring patches.  In this case, 
the variable-value is the glucose value of the patch.  The diffusion rate gives the percentage 
of glucose that should be shared.  For example, if the diffusion rate was chosen to be 0.5, 
then each patch would share fifty percent of its glucose value with neighboring patches.  If 
the patch had eight neighbors, then each neighbor would receive one eighth of this amount 
[16]. The rate of diffusion was allowed to be adjusted by the user by typing a numerical 
value between zero and one into the “drate” input box on the interface.  After each time 
step, border cells were replenished with a desired amount of glucose value.  This represents 
glucose getting sourced from the edges of the world.  
Finally, the patches were re-colored.  To do this, the color of the patch was set to be 
on a green color scale, where the shade of green depended on the glucose value of the cell.  
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In this way, the user could see glucose moving through the system.  Diffusion was 
initialized by the user on the main interface of the program my clicking the “go” button.   
 
Figure 3 - Glucose Diffusion Interface.  The image depicted shows glucose after 251 ticks, or time steps, 
with a diffusion rate of 0.25 for illustration purposes   
 
The NetLogo code for the glucose-only diffusion model can be found in Appendix B.  
 The glucose-only model was then used as a basis for a healthy cell growth model.   
One breed of turtle was defined, “Healthycells”.  Turtles were allowed to own stage, age, 
energy, efficiency, and, transition.  Stage is used to identify which stage in the cell cycle an 
individual turtle is in.  The stage is an integer value between zero and four.  Stage zero 
represented Gap1.  Stage one represented Synthesis.  Stage two represented Gap2.  Stage 
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three represented Mitosis.  Stage four represented the quiescent phase in which cells do not 
progress around the cell cycle until conditions become favorable.  Age tracks the time a 
turtle has spent in a particular stage.   This is used to either advance the cell to the next 
stage, or, in some cases, cause the cell to die if the age value is too high.  Energy keeps 
track of absorbed glucose.  Efficiency assigns each individual turtle with an amount of 
glucose it can absorb in one time step, or tick.    Transition assigns the glucose requirement 
for the particular turtle to move past Gap1 and progress in the cell cycle.  Patches owned 
the additional attribute turtle-count.  This recorded the number of turtles on a given patch.   
 The necessary additional global parameters were defined.  These included critical-
glucose-level, quiescent-glucose-level, max-glucose-absorption, average-glucose-
absorption, and critical-neighbors.  Critical-glucose-level was the amount of glucose per 
cell where a cell no longer has enough nutrients to perform vital functions, and thus dies.  
Quiescent-glucose-level was the amount of glucose per cell where glucose is too low to 
progress to division, and a healthy cell should be signaled to become quiescent.  Max-
glucose-absorption was the greatest amount of glucose a cell could absorb in one time 
step.  Average-glucose-absorption was the average amount of glucose a healthy cell 
absorbed in one time step.  Critical-neighbors was the number of neighbors, including the 
cell itself, for which a cell was signaled to stop dividing and move into quiescence due to 
high surrounding cell density.    
The set up of the system is initiated by the user by clicking “Set up” on the main 
interface.   All global variables were given values as described in the table in Appendix A.  
Glucose was set up as in the previous model, with diffusion set to 1, initial amount set to 
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100, and replenishing amount set to 110.  The turtle breed “Healthycells” were set up, and 
plots were updated. 
To set up the breed “Healthycells”, the agent type was given the shape “circle” and 
some initial number was created using the “create-<breed> command.  This number could 
be adjusted by the user using the slider Initial-Number-Healthycells on the main interface 
of the program.  The range was anywhere from 0 to 1000 cells.  For this model, 500 was 
typically chosen as the starting number of cells.  The location of the initial cells was set 
randomly, and the size was set to one.  The stage was set randomly among stages zero 
through four.  Color was assigned based on stage.  Stage 0, Gap1, was gray; Stage 1, 
synthesis, was blue; Stage 2, Gap2, was orange; Stage 3, Mitosis, was magenta; Stage 4, 
quiescence, was violet.   Age and energy were initiated at zero.  Efficiency was set with a 
random normal distribution given in the table in Appendix A. If the assigned efficiency 
happened to be above the maximum allowed glucose absorption, then efficiency was re-set 
at this maximum value.  The transition requirement was also set with a random normal 
distribution with values given in Appendix A.   
To set up plots, desired values were recorded and put into graphics on the main 
interface of the program.  Total population was plotted and a window was added showing 
the population at the current time step.  The percentage of cells in each stage was plotted 
and numerical reporters for the number of cells in each stage were displayed.  The glucose 
level on the center patch was also plotted on the interface.   
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Figure 4 - Healthy Cell Model Interface.  This image shows the set up of the system with 500 initial cells.  
 
The model was run by clicking “go” on the main interface.  Doing so caused 
glucose to begin diffusion as described in the glucose only model, the cells to begin the 
cell cycle, plots to be updated, and patch turtle-count to be updated with each tick.   
In order to cycle, turtles were given a set of commands to follow each time step 
which depended on the stage of the cell cycle they were in.  Figure 5 shows the basic flow 
of cycling.  In every stage, glucose level was checked.  If glucose fell below critical, then 
the cell died of necrosis.   
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Figure 5 - Cell Cycle Flow Chart. This image depicts a basic flow chart of the rules which define how a cell 
could move through the cell cycle in the Healthy Cell Model. 
 
Cells were allowed a fixed amount of time in stages 1, 2, and 3.  If age was 
sufficient, glucose was absorbed, age and energy were reset to 0, and the cell advanced to 
the next stage.  If not, then glucose was absorbed and the cell aged 1 hour.  Cells spent 8 
hours in stage 1, 4 hours in stage 2, and 1 hour in stage 3 according to average times spent 
in Synthesis, Gap2, and Mitosis for a proliferating cell.  For a cell in stage 3, the next step 
in the cell cycle is stage 0.  In the event that a cell advanced from stage 3 to stage 0, it 
would undergo division.  The new cell began in stage 0 with characteristic values as 
described in the setup.  It moved to the patch with the lowest cell density, or the patch with 
the smallest turtle-count, using the “downhill” command in NetLogo.   
A cell in stage 0 had up to 13 hours to obtain the necessary glucose.  The average 
proliferating cell spends about 11 hours in Gap1.  This allowed for maximum of 2 
additional hours to reach the transition requirement.  If age exceeded 13, then the cell died.  
Otherwise, the cell checked the environment for cues to enter quiescence.  That is, glucose 
was compared to the quiescent level and the number of cells on the patch and neighboring 
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patches was compared to the critical number of neighbors.  If either condition was not 
satisfied, then the cell absorbed glucose, reset age and energy to 0, and moved into 
quiescence.  If the cell did not move into quiescence, glucose was absorbed.  If the cell had 
absorbed enough glucose, age and energy were reset to 0 and the cell advanced in the cell 
cycle.  If it had not yet absorbed enough glucose, then it aged one hour.   
A cell in stage 4 was allowed to return to stage 0 if glucose rose above the 
quiescent level and neighbors dropped below the critical number.  In this case, glucose was 
absorbed, age and energy were reset to 0, and the cell moved to stage 0.  Otherwise, the 
cell stayed in stage 4, absorbed glucose, and aged 1 hour.  Cells in this quiescent phase 
absorbed slightly less glucose than cells that were active in the cell cycle.  If age exceeded 
3,000, the cell died.  This was used to kill cells in order to check that surrounding cells 
would re-enter the cell cycle to replace them.   
The NetLogo code for the Healthy Cell Model can be found in Appendix C.  
 
Tumor Growth Model  
 A model for tumor growth was then created by modifying this model.  A second 
breed of turtle, “Cancercells”, was defined, and the setup of this breed was added to the list 
of setup commands.   In the setup of the breed “Healthycells”, coloring based on stage was 
removed, and healthy cells were set to be blue.  Healthy cells were also initiated in the 
quiescent stage.  The population plot, monitors tracking the number of cells in each stage, 
and interior glucose plot were removed.  An additional plot of cancer cell distribution in 
the cell cycle was added to the interface.  A monitor to track the number of cancer cells 
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was added to the interface.    A monitor indicating the time when glucose on the center 
patch dropped below critical was added.  Cell division of the breed “Cancercells” was 
modified.   
 To setup the breed “Cancercells”, the agent type was given the shape “circle” and 
some initial number was created using the “create-<breed>” command.  This number was 
chosen to be one since a tumor usually originates from a single mutated cell.  The location 
of the cell was set at the origin, the very center of the grid.  Color was set to be red with 
size one.  The stage was set randomly among stages zero through three.  Age and energy 
were initiated at zero.  Efficiency was set with a random normal distribution.  The average 
for this distribution was allowed to range between the average glucose absorption for a 
healthy cell and the maximum glucose absorption.  This could be adjusted by the user on 
the main interface of the program using the “cefficiency” slider.  Higher average glucose 
absorption represented more aggressive cancer cells.  Transition was set with a random 
normal distribution with values given in Appendix A.   
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Figure 6 - Tumor Growth Model Interface.  The image depicted shows the set up of the tumor growth 
model starting with 1000 healthy cells and an average efficiency of .72 for cancer cells.     
 
The model was run by clicking “go” on the main interface.  Doing so caused 
glucose to begin diffusion as described in the glucose only model, cells to begin the cell 
cycle as in the Healthy Cell Model, and plots to be updated with each tick.  Once glucose 
at the center of the world dropped below critical, the time was recorded and indicated in 
the window on the main interface.  Turtles of the breed “Cancercells” did not enter the 
quiescent stage.  Additionally, when a cancer cell underwent division, it did not check 
turtle-count of the surrounding patches.  The new hatched cell turned a random number of 
degrees and moved forward a distance of 1.   
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The NetLogo code for the Tumor Growth Model can be found in Appendix D.  
 
Inclusion of Radiation 
 The tumor growth model was further modified to include radiation.  Turtles owned 
the additional characteristic radiation, which was used to keep track of a particular turtle’s 
radiation exposure.  A number of global variables were added, including survival-
probability, start-time, rcount, #mutations, and #bystander-deaths.  Survival-probability 
was the probability of survival of a cell after a dose of radiation.  Start-time was used to 
record the time radiation was initiated.  Rcount tracked the number of radiation doses 
administered.  #Mutations and #bystander-deaths recorded the number of mutations and 
the number of bystander deaths respectively that occurred during the simulation.  Monitors 
were added to the main interface to track these two values.  The global variables repair, 
mutation-probability, bystander-radiation, and bystander-survival-probability were added 
as adjustable sliders to the main interface of the program since these parameter values are 
unknown.  Repair was the percentage of radiation a cell repaired each time step.  Mutation-
probability was the probability of a healthy cell mutating into a cancerous cell.  Bystander-
radiation was the amount of indirect radiation a cell received from a radiated neighbor.  
Bystander-survival-probability was the survival probability of a cell that had received 
indirect radiation.  
 Setup of the system remained the same, with the variables start-time, rcount, 
#mutations, and #bystander-deaths initiated at zero.  Survival-probability was set at thirty-
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seven percent [12].  In the setup of the turtles, radiation was also initiated at zero.  The 
model was run by clicking “go” on the main interface. 
 
Figure 7 - Radiation Model Interface. The image depicted shows the set up of the radiation model starting 
with 1000 healthy cells, an average efficiency of .64 for cancer cells, no repair, no mutation, and no 
bystander effect.     
 
There were a number of modifications and additions to the list of commands under 
the “go” function.  Color for glucose diffusion was removed.  The cell cycle was modified 
to accommodate effects of radiation.  A command “to radiate” was added.  Lastly, a 
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routine was added to advance rcount and stop radiation after the standard dose had been 
administered.   
The cell cycle was modified in that turtles were also asked to repair radiation with 
each time step, and the breed “Healthycells” had the possibility to mutate during cell 
division if radiation exposure was non-zero.  To repair radiation, radiation was reset to 
be  radiation repair radiation  .  If radiation is zero, clearly, radiation will remain zero.  
If repair is set to zero, then radiation will be unchanged.  Division for healthy cells was 
split into two cases.  If radiation was zero, then the turtle would hatch a healthy cell as 
before.  If radiation was non-zero, a local variable mutate was defined to be 
 -radiation mutation probability .  This allowed for mutation to depend on the amount of 
radiation exposure.  A random number was then generated.  If it was greater than the value 
of mutate, the cell hatched a healthy cell as before.  If the random number was smaller than 
mutate, then the healthy cell hatched a cancer cell according to cancer cell division and 
#mutations was updated.  If mutation-probability was set to zero, then the value of mutate 
was clearly zero, and any random number generated would be greater than mutate, thus 
eliminating the possibility of mutation.   
Repair was allowed to range from zero to one.  A value of zero represented 
accumulation of radiation without repairing. A value of one represented no accumulation 
of radiation.  Mutation-probability was allowed to range from zero to three percent.  Since 
the maximum possible radiation accumulation was 30, this prevented the local variable 
mutate from exceeding a value of one.   
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Radiation was initiated by the user by clicking the “initiate-radiation” button on the 
interface and then clicking on a patch inside window.  This set the start-time to “ticks” (the 
current time step), and turned patches within a radius of ten yellow.  
In the code for radiation, color was checked.  One dose of radiation was then 
administered to cells on yellow patches every 24 hours.  This was accomplished using 
modular arithmetic.  To radiate a cell, first, a random number was generated and compared 
to the survival probability.  If the number was higher, the cell died.  Otherwise, radiation 
was increased by 1.  For cells in sensitive stages (stages two and three), the random 
number generated was less than 1.25 which allowed a higher possibility for cell death.  For 
cells in the resistant stage (stage one), the random number generated was less than .75 
which allowed for a lower possibility of cell death.  For cells in any other stage, the 
random number generated was less than one.   
During radiation, non-radiated cells were able to receive bystander radiation.  In 
this case, radiated cells within a radius of three patches were counted and recorded with the 
local variable neighbors-radiated.  The local variable bystander-dose was defined to be 
neighbors-radiated times bystander-radiation.  Bystander-dose was restricted to be less 
than 1.  A random number less than bystander-dose was then compared to bystander-
survival-probability.  If the random number generated was greater than the survival 
probability, #bystander-deaths was updated and the cell died.  Otherwise, radiation was 
increased by an amount of bystander-dose.  If bystander-radiation was set to zero, then 
there was no possibility of a bystander death and no accumulation of radiation since 
bystander-dose would also be zero.  If bystander-survival-probability was set to 1, there 
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was no chance of a bystander death.  However, radiation could still be accumulated if 
bystander-radiation was nonzero.  This allowed indirectly radiated cells the possibility of 
mutation.   
Bystander-radiation was allowed to range from zero to five percent.  Values tested 
in simulations came from within this range.  Bystander-survival-probability was allowed to 
range from the survival probability of a directly radiated cell to one-hundred percent.    
Once radiation was initiated, meaning start-time was non-zero, rcount was 
advanced once every 24 hours using modular arithmetic as in the radiation code.  Once 
rcount reached 30, the standard dose, yellow patches were reset with the color black, 
rcount was set back at 0 and start-time was set back at 0.  This stopped radiation from 
occurring.   
The NetLogo code for the Radiation Model can be found in Appendix E. 
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Chapter 4: Results and Analysis 
 
 The Healthy Cell Model was run to verify healthy cells behaved as expected.  The 
Tumor Growth Model was run to ensure the growth of a tumor would be observed.  
Different values for cefficiency were used to compare growth for cancer cell lines with 
varied aggressiveness for nutrient uptake.  The basic Radiation Model was run and the 
impact of timing of treatment was investigated.  The effect of mutation and bystander 
factors were tested individually at various levels.  The effect of mutation and bystander in 
combination was also tested.  Finally, the impact of multiple rounds of radiation was 
investigated.   
 
Healthy Cell Model Simulations 
 Because the models have stochastic behavior, the Healthy Cell Model was run five 
times.  In each simulation, the initial number of healthy cells was taken to be five hundred.  
The length of time to reach a steady state, steady state population, and stable glucose levels 
at the center of the world were recorded.  The steady state was taken to be the instance 
where all cells reached and maintained quiescence due to cell density.  Cell death was 
induced by causing cells in quiescence with age greater than 3,000 hours to die.  The time 
of recovery, new steady state population, and stabilized interior glucose level were 
recorded.  The data for these simulations can be found in Table 1.   
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Healthy Cell Model Simulation Data 
  Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Average St. Dev. 
Time to reach 
s.s. population 
(hours) 
134 282 134 154 224 185.6 65.3667 
S.s. population 
(cells) 
1708 1708 1707 1714 1724 1712.2 7.15542 
Stable interior 
glucose (scaled 
model value) 
27.6553 26.8823 24.1948 27.1086 25.708 26.3098 1.37946 
Time 
recovered 
(hours) 
3155 3153 3182 3185 3225 3180 29.189 
New s.s. 
population 
(cells) 
1752 1708 1750 1737 1727 1734.8 18.1025 
Stable interior 
glucose (scaled 
model value) 
21.9847 24.351 25.6399 26.8492 22.4565 24.2563 2.06433 
 
Table 1- Healthy Cell Model Simulation Data.  The table above shows values obtained from five 
simulations of the Healthy Cell Model.   Interior glucose is glucose on the center patch.  The average and 
standard deviation for each value recorded are also given.   
 
In all simulations, the population reached a steady state where all cells were in 
quiescence due to cell density.  The glucose level on the center patch stabilized well above 
the quiescent level.  When cells were caused to die, the remaining cells re-entered the cell 
cycle and returned the population to a steady state.  This new steady state population was 
slightly higher than the initial steady state population because cells fit in more uniformly.  
Glucose level on the center patch remained stable above the quiescent level.  All values, 
with the exception of time to reach steady state population, had a relatively low standard 
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deviation.  This meant there was very little variation in the steady state population and 
stable glucose levels.  The model consistently reached a steady state and maintained 
glucose on the center patch above the quiescent level.  Note that the stable glucose values 
are reached more gradually and not at the same time as the steady state population.   
The higher steady state population after cell death and the variation in time to reach 
steady state were not a cause for concern.  In the model, healthy cells were programmed to 
reproduce in a way that centered the cells on the patch.  For this reason, the second 
repopulation produced a more uniform “gridding” of the cells, allowing for the higher 
population.  The new population stayed close to the initial steady state population and 
glucose levels remained above quiescent, thus this change did not have an effect on the 
overall behavior and features of the system.    High variation in time to reach the steady 
state was not seen as an issue since in all simulations, the final population and glucose 
level were consistent.   
The behavior of the system is biologically consistent with a human cell population.  
Most internal healthy cells form fairly structured tissue and spend the majority of their 
lives in quiescence, reentering the cell cycle as needed.    Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the 
Healthy Cell Model at steady state and during recovery.   
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Figure 8 - Healthy Cell Model at Steady State.    This image shows the model in steady state, where all 
cells have reached quiescence due to cell density.   
 
 
Figure 9 - Healthy Cell Model in Recovery.  This image shows the model after cell death has been induced.  
Remaining cells reenter the cell cycle to replace the cells that have died.   
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Tumor Growth Model Simulations 
 The tumor growth model was run five times for three different values of 
cefficiency.  These values were 0.36, 0.54, and 0.72.  A value of 0.36 represented a cell line 
that took up nutrients at the same rate as healthy cells.  A value of 0.54 represented a cell 
line that took up nutrients 1.5 times as aggressively as healthy cells.  A value of 0.72 
represented a cell line that took up nutrients twice as aggressively as healthy cells.  The 
number of cancer cells at 750 ticks, number of healthy cells at 750 ticks, and time of 
necrotic core development were recorded.  The time of necrotic core development was 
taken to be the time when the center patch dropped below the critical glucose level.  This 
data can be found in Table 2. If the model is run with no cancer cells, the results are 
similar to those obtained from the Healthy Cell Model.   
Tumor Growth Model Simulation Data 
cefficiency   Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Average St. Dev 
0.36 
# cancer cells 732 584 716 690 709 686.2 59.086 
# healthy cells 1271 1360 1292 1291 1296 1302 33.845 
necrotic core 785 717 677 679 709 713.4 43.781 
0.54 
# cancer cells 1036 1254 1372 1020 1242 1184.8 151.99 
# healthy cells 1038 949 900 1034 966 977.4 58.744 
necrotic core 411 401 366 421 398 399.4 20.744 
0.72 
# cancer cells 1193 1603 1823 2053 1631 1660.6 317.49 
# healthy cells 922 813 751 682 824 798.4 89.361 
necrotic core 335 316 318 286 320 315 17.861 
 
Table 2 - Tumor Growth Model Simulation Data.  The table above shows the number of cancer cells after 
750 ticks, number of healthy cells after 750 ticks and time of development of necrotic core for three different 
values of cefficiency.  The average and standard deviation are given.   
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The standard deviations of the data above are relatively moderate.   In most cases, 
the standard deviation is within ten percent of the average.  Those that are not are 
associated with the higher values of cefficiency. This may be caused if, by chance, the 
initial cancer cell was associated with a low cefficiency despite the higher average value.  
This would cause slow initial growth, thus causing a larger variation in population size at 
the end of 750 hours.  The moderate variation in the system is good since the models are 
meant to be subject to some randomness with efficiency of glucose uptake and transition 
requirement.  Taking this variation into account, we can still make a number of 
observations using the data above.   For higher values of cefficiency, there are more cancer 
cells after 750 hours.  Additionally, the higher the value of cefficiency, the sooner the 
development of the necrotic core was observed.  This indicates that cancer cells that take 
up nutrients more aggressively are more invasive and develop into tumors more quickly.  
Figure 10 shows a simulation of the model after 750 ticks for each of the values of 
cefficiency.   
 
Figure 10 – Tumor Growth Model With Varied Cefficiency Values.  Left:Growth of tumor after 750 ticks 
with cefficiency 0.36, equivalent to healthy cells.  Necrotic core is beginning to develop.  Center: Growth of 
tumor after 750 ticks with cefficiency 0.54, one and a half times as aggressive as healthy cells.  Necrotic core 
is clearly defined.  Right: Growth of a tumor after 750 ticks with cefficiency 0.72, twice as aggressive as 
healthy cells.  Necrotic core is larger, tumor has reached the edge of the world.   
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In all cases, the development of a tumor with a necrotic core was observed 
regardless of the value of cefficiency.  Even cancer cell lines that took up nutrients at the 
same rate as a healthy cell line developed into a tumor and became invasive of the 
surrounding tissue.  Because there are no restrictions on cancer cell division, these cells 
outpace their resources.  In all cases, if the model was allowed to continue running, the 
cancer cells would reduce the healthy cell population within the grid to zero. This indicates 
that even less aggressive cell lines will spread if left untreated.     
 
Basic Radiation Model 
 The radiation model was first run with mutation and bystander effect turned off.  A 
moderately aggressive cancer cell line was modeled.  The time of initial radiation was 
varied.  The model was run five times under each scenario.  The population of healthy cells 
and the population of cancer cells were recorded at 1250 hours.  This allowed the full 
treatment to finish and cells to repopulate the radiated region.  This data can be found in 
Table 3.  If the Radiation Model was run without radiation, results were similar to those of 
the Tumor Growth Model.  If the radiation model was run without cancer cells and without 
radiation, results were similar to those of the Healthy Cell Model.   
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Basic Radiation Simulation Data 
Time radiation initialized   Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 
300 
# cancer cells 0 0 0 0 0 
# healthy cells 1657 1692 1689 1659 1666 
350 
# cancer cells 1649 0 0 1691 1490 
# healthy cells 1179 1677 1644 1107 1248 
400 
# cancer cells 3269 3262 3392 2466 0 
# healthy cells 562 535 545 779 1596 
 
Table 3 - Basic Radiation Model Simulation Data.  The table above shows the number of cancer and 
healthy cells after a standard treatment of radiation at the time of 1250 with varying times for the initiation of 
radiation.    
 
When radiation was initiated at a time of 300 hours, all cancer cells were killed and 
the healthy cell population repopulated the radiation area after completion of treatment.  
When radiation was initiated at a time of 350 hours, radiation sometimes killed all cancer 
cells, allowing healthy cells to repopulate.  When radiation was initiated at a time of 400 
hours (the average time the necrotic core began to develop), radiation was rarely successful 
in killing all cancer cells.  In the event that all cancer cells were not killed, a tumor would 
again begin to reform.   
This information indicates that the time of treatment is critical to controlling the 
spread of cancer.  The earlier radiation is administered, the better the chance of killing all 
mutated cells.  Figure 11 shows a simulation of the radiation model for each initial 
radiation time at the time of initial radiation, 300 hours after initial radiation, and at 1200 
hours.   
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Figure 11 - Radiation Model with Varied Initial Radiation Times.  Top from left to Right: Radiation 
initiated at time 300.  Model 300 hours after initial radiation, time 600.  Model at 1200 hours.  Center left to 
right: Radiation initiated at time 350.  Model 300 hours after initial radiation, time 650.  Model at 1200 
hours.  Bottom left to right:  Radiation initiated at time 400.  Model 300 hours after initial radiation, time 700.  
Model at 1200 hours.    
 
Notice that the results for these particular initial radiation times could be improved 
by increasing the radius of radiation.  This increased the event of killing all cancer cells; 
however, it also killed more healthy cells, and required more time to repopulate the 
radiation region.  While increasing the area radiated did allow more success in eliminating 
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cancer cells in more advanced stages, results remained extremely sensitive to when 
radiation was initiated.   
 
Radiation and Mutation 
 The radiation model was then run to allow possibility of mutation.  A moderately 
aggressive cancer cell line was used, cefficiency of 0.54, with early radiation initiation.  
Since mutation should be relatively rare, two low levels of mutation were chosen, .0001 
probability and .001 probability.  Mutation depended on the radiation level of the cell, thus 
repair had a large impact on the results.  Each mutation probability was run five times for 
three different levels of repair.  The levels of repair were taken to be zero, ten percent, and 
one-hundred percent.  Zero repair represented accumulation of radiation without recovery.  
Ten percent represented the event where a cell repairs ten percent of its radiation damage 
each hour.  One hundred percent represented no accumulation of radiation damage.   The 
number of mutations after 2000 hours, success of the radiation, and incidence of mutation 
after completion of radiation were recorded.   Successful radiation was defined to be the 
event that the population of cancer cells was reduced to zero at the time of completion of 
radiation.   
 In the case of mutation set at .0001 with zero repair, a single mutation occurred in 
two of the simulations.  These had no effect on the success of the radiation treatment.  In 
all simulations for this case, there were no surviving cancer cells and no mutations after the 
completion of radiation.    
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 In the cases of mutation set at .0001 with repair at ten percent or set at one hundred 
percent, no mutations occurred in any of the simulations.  In one simulation, radiation was 
unsuccessful in killing all cancer cells.  This was not due to mutations, as no mutation 
occurred.   
 In the case of mutation set at .001 with zero repair, multiple mutations occurred in 
every simulation.  In the first simulation, there were three total mutations with one 
occurring after radiation had completed.  Radiation was unsuccessful.  In the second 
simulation, two mutations occurred with none after completion of radiation and radiation 
was again unsuccessful.  In the third simulation, there were three total mutations, all of 
which occurred during repopulation after the completion of radiation.  Despite a successful 
radiation treatment, the post-radiation mutations gave rise to the growth of a tumor.  In 
simulation four, 3 total mutations occurred with one after the completion of radiation.  
Again, despite the fact that the cancer cell population was reduced to zero at the 
completion of radiation, the post-radiation mutation caused the growth of a tumor.  In the 
last simulation, two mutations occurred, but none after the completion of radiation and so 
the therapy in this simulation was successful.   
 In the case of mutation set at .001 with repair set at .1, a single mutation occurred 
in two of the simulations.  In one of these, the mutation occurred near the edge of the 
radiation area and radiation was unsuccessful.  In the other, radiation was successful.  In 
both cases, the mutation occurred during the course of radiation treatment.  In all other 
simulations of this case, there were no mutations and radiation was successful.   
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 In the case of mutation set at .001 with repair set at 1, no mutations occurred in any 
simulation.  Radiation was successful in every simulation.  Data for the cases of mutation 
at .001 can be found in Table 4.   
Radiation with Mutation at 0.001 
Level of repair   Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 
0 
total mutations 3 2 3 3 2 
radiation 
successful? 
no no yes yes yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
1 0 3 1 0 
0.1 
total mutations 0 0 1 0 1 
radiation 
successful? 
yes yes no yes yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
1 
total mutations 0 0 0 0 0 
radiation 
successful? 
yes yes yes yes yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 4 - Radiation with Mutation at 0.001.  The table above shows the total number of mutations, success 
of radiation, and mutations after radiation in simulations with radiation set at 0.001 under various levels of 
repair.   
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 Mutation is very sensitive to how quickly cells are able to repair.  With no repair, 
mutation occurred more frequently at both levels of mutation.  With repair at ten percent, 
the number of mutations dropped significantly.  This could explain in part why cancer is 
more often terminal in the older population.   
 If a mutation occurred, it was often near the edge of the radiation area.  This 
allowed the new cancer cell the opportunity to divide and push outside the border of 
radiation in some instances.  A mutation near the edge of the radiation area was often the 
cause of an unsuccessful radiation treatment.  Any mutation that occurred after the 
completion of radiation would give rise to the growth of a new tumor.  Many of the cells 
that re-entered the cell cycle to repopulate the radiated area had been exposed to radiation.  
This is the reason for the occasional occurrence of a mutation after radiation.  This could 
explain in part why, despite successful treatment, tumors have a tendency to re-occur in the 
same location.  
 In many cases, multiple treatments of radiotherapy are administered to a patient.  
Since tumor growth can begin with a single mutated cell and it is not possible to detect one 
mutated cell within a population, this is often done to ensure the success of the treatment 
even in cases where a tumor is not detected.  In cases such as these, where radiation is 
applied to the same cell population, the occurrence of mutations may increase.  To test this, 
the model was run five times with mutation set at .001 and repair set at 0.1.  The total 
number of mutations and mutations occurring after completion of radiation were recorded.  
Once the radiation area was repopulated, a second course of radiotherapy was applied.  
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Again, total number of mutations and mutations occurring after completion of radiation 
were recorded.  The results of these simulations can be found in Table 5. 
Mutation and a Second Round of Radiation 
Round of Radiation   Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 
1 
total mutations in 
round 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
2 
total new 
mutations in 
round 2 
0 1 0 1 0 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 5 - Mutation and a Second Round of Radiation.  The table above shows the number of mutations 
and mutations after completion of radiation for two round of radiation treatment.  Mutation was set at 0.001 
and repair was set at 0.1.   
 
 In each of the five simulations, the first round of radiation induced no mutations.  
The second round of radiation in two of the simulations gave rise to a single mutation, both 
occurred prior to completion of treatment, and both resulted in successful radiation in the 
first and second rounds of radiation. This indicates that there may be a higher risk of 
causing a mutation if a patient is given repeated radiation treatments.  Since radiation was 
successful in each case, however, it may still be considered beneficial to administer 
multiple radiation treatments.   
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 The occurrence of a mutation is fairly rare.  It may be possible to get a more 
accurate idea of the likelihood of mutation by comparing experimental data to data found 
with models such as this one.  This information may also be useful in predicting behavior 
of a population and success of radiation in the event a mutation does occur.  With more 
accurate estimates of the probability for mutation, the benefits and risks of multiple 
courses of radiation can be better assessed.   
 Cells do repair damage incurred, but finding the actual level of repair is quite 
difficult.  The ability of a cell to repair damage depends on a number of factors including 
the extent of the damage, available resources, cell line, etc.   It is highly unlikely that any 
cell could repair all damage, whatever the extent, almost immediately.  With 
experimentation and comparison to models such as these, it may be possible to get a more 
accurate idea of how much damage is repaired over the course of time.   
   
Radiation and Bystander Effect 
 The radiation model was run with the bystander effects on, no mutation, a 
moderately aggressive cancer cell line, and early radiation.   Four levels of bystander-
radiation were chosen and three levels of bystander-survival-probability were chosen.  
The values for bystander-radiation were one percent, two percent, three percent, and four 
percent.  The values for bystander-survival-probability were thirty-seven percent, fifty 
percent, and seventy-five percent.   The lowest survival probability represented the 
situation in which one complete indirect dose had the same effect as one direct dose.  Each 
level of bystander-radiation was run at each chosen bystander-survival-probability.  Five 
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simulations were done for each case.  The number of bystander deaths and the success of 
radiation were recorded.  Note that because radiation is applied early, all cancer cells are 
radiated.  In the model, only non-radiated cells are affected by the bystander effect, thus, a 
bystander death represents the death of a healthy cell.  Only in cases of unsuccessful 
radiation where cancer cells have escaped the radiated area was it possible for a cancer cell 
to die via a bystander death.  The results of these simulations can be found in Table 6. 
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Radiation with Bystander Effect 
bystander-radiation 
Survival 
Probability   Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 Av. 
0.01 
0.37 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.75 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.02 
0.37 
bystander 
deaths 
0 1 1 0 0 0.4 
0.5 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.75 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.03 
0.37 
bystander 
deaths 
7 3 6 7 6 5.8 
0.5 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 1 0 0 0.2 
0.75 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.04 
0.37 
bystander 
deaths 
20 15 10 14 7 13.2 
0.5 
bystander 
deaths 
4 1 3 4 2 2.8 
0.75 
bystander 
deaths 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 6 - Radiation with Bystander Effect. The table above shows the number of bystander deaths at 
various levels of bystander-radiation and bystander-survival-probability. 
  
When bystander-radiation was set at .01, no mutations occurred at any survival 
probability.  In one simulation, radiation was unsuccessful.  Since these values for the 
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bystander effect produced no deaths and no apparent change in the overall dynamics of the 
system, this event was considered to be unrelated.   
 When bystander-radiation was set at .02, a single bystander death was observed in 
two simulations when bystander-survival-probability was set at the lowest level.  In all 
other simulations for this case, no bystander deaths occurred.  One simulation resulted in 
unsuccessful radiation.  For the same reason as above, this event was considered to be 
unrelated.   
 When bystander-radiation was set at .03 and bystander-survival-probability was 
set at the lowest level, multiple bystander deaths were observed.  On average, 5.8 
bystander deaths occurred.  All treatments under these conditions were successful.  There 
was no significant change in the dynamics of the system.  With a bystander-survival-
probability of fifty percent, one bystander death occurred in one simulation.  All other 
simulations under this bystander-radiation level produced no bystander deaths.  In two 
cases, radiation treatment was unsuccessful.  Again, these were considered unrelated to the 
bystander effect.   
 When bystander-radiation was set at .04, multiple bystander deaths occurred at the 
two lower survival probability levels.  On average, 13.2 bystander deaths occurred for the 
survival probability of thirty-seven percent, and 2.8 bystander deaths occurred for the 
survival probability of fifty percent.  No bystander deaths occurred at the bystander-
survival-probability of .75, and two simulations resulted in unsuccessful radiation 
treatment.   
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 Overall, incorporation of the bystander effect with the tested parameters had little 
effect on the dynamics of the system as a whole.  While increased bystander-radiation did 
cause in increased number of bystander deaths, there was no significant loss in healthy 
tissue, and radiation remained successful.   
Since little is known about the bystander effects, it is possible bystander-radiation 
is actually much higher or that the affected area is larger than what was modeled.  
Therefore, two additional cases were tested.  In the first case, bystander-survival-
probability was set at fifty percent and bystander-radiation set at .1, much higher than 
previously tested.  In the second case, bystander-survival-probability was set at fifty 
percent, bystander-radiation was set at 0.03, and the radius of the bystander effect was 
increased from a distance of 3 patches to a distance of 5 patches.  In each case, five 
simulations were run and the number of bystander deaths was recorded. Results of these 
simulations can be found in Table 7. 
Alternate Bystander Simulations 
bystander-radiation 
Survival 
Probability   Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 
Av. 
0.1 0.5 
bystander 
deaths 
101 98 132 137 103 114.2 
Radius of Bystander 
effect 5 with radiation 
level 0.3 
0.5 
bystander 
deaths 
71 68 60 61 48 61.6 
 
Table 7 - Alternate Bystander Simulations.  This table shows the number of bystander deaths for one case 
with very high bystander-radiation and one case with an increased radius for the bystander effect.  
 
In the case with a very high bystander effect, there were on average 114.2 
bystander deaths.  In the case with increased effected area, there were on average 61.6 
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bystander deaths.  This is much higher than any of the previous simulations.  In all 
simulations, radiation was successful. 
This information indicates that healthy cell death, representing loss of healthy 
tissue, is sensitive to the level of bystander-radiation as well as the size of the affected 
region.  Clearly, if the bystander effect is high or the affected area is large, radiation can 
cause significant tissue loss.  Since one goal of radiation treatment is to minimize the loss 
of healthy tissue, it is imperative to get a better understanding of the bystander effect.   
 
Radiation with Mutation and Bystander Effect 
While there was little effect to the system considering relatively low values for the 
bystander effect, they may still have a large impact on the system in combination with 
mutation.  The bystander effect increases a cells overall radiation exposure, and mutation is 
partially dependent on the cells level of radiation.  This was investigated by running the 
radiation model with both radiation and mutation parameters turned on. 
The model was run with a moderately aggressive cell line (cefficiency value of .54) 
and radiation initiated at 300 hours.  The mutation probability was set to .001 with repair 
of ten percent.  Therefore, without bystander effect, mutations were relatively rare, and no 
mutations occurred after the completion of radiation.  This case was chosen in order to 
investigate whether the bystander effect would increase the likelihood of mutation.  
Bystander-survival-probability of fifty percent was used with bystander-radiation values 
of .03 and .04.  Five simulations were run for each case.  The data from these simulations 
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can be found in Table 8.  For comparison, this table also contains the data from the 
corresponding radiation simulation with no bystander effect.   
Radiation with Mutation and Bystander 
Bystander-radiation   Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 
0 
bystander deaths 0 0 0 0 0 
total mutations 0 0 1 0 1 
radiation 
successful? 
yes yes no yes yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
0.03 
bystander deaths 0 0 0 9 0 
total mutations 0 0 0 1 0 
radiation 
successful? 
yes yes yes no yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
0.04 
bystander deaths 8 4 1 5 2 
total mutations 0 0 1 0 0 
radiation 
successful? 
yes yes yes yes yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 8 - Radiation with Mutation and Bystander.  This table shows the results of running the Radiation 
Model with both mutation and the bystander-radiation.  Mutation was taken to be .001 with repair of ten 
percent.  The number of bystander deaths, total mutations, success of radiation, and mutations after 
completion of radiation are given. 
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The results indicated that the addition of low level bystander effect may have little 
impact on the likelihood of a mutation.  In the original case, one mutation occurred in two 
simulations with one resulting in successful radiation and one resulting in unsuccessful 
radiation.  In the cases with active bystander parameters, mutation remained rare.  In each 
case, one mutation occurred in one simulation.  In the case with bystander-radiation set at 
0.03, this resulted in unsuccessful radiation treatment.  In the case with bystander-
radiation set at 0.04, this resulted in successful radiation treatment.   
 Since, in the previous section, it was determined that the system was 
sensitive to the area encompassed by the bystander effect, the model was run again under 
the same parameter set with bystander-radiation set at 0.03 and the radius of effected area 
increased to five patches.  The results of these simulations are given in Table 9.   
Radiation with Mutation and Bystander 
(Larger Affected Region) 
  Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 
bystander deaths 169 82 246 126 120 
total mutations 5 6 6 6 6 
radiation 
successful? 
no no no no no 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
no yes - 2 no yes - 1 yes - 1 
 
Table 9 - Radiation with Mutation and Bystander (Larger Affected Region). The table above shows the 
results of running the Radiation Model with both mutation and bystander-radiation turned on and the area 
affected by the bystander effect increased from a radius of three patches to a radius of five patches.   
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 Each simulation resulted in larger numbers of bystander deaths, numerous 
mutations, and unsuccessful radiation.  In most cases, mutations after completion of 
radiation were also observed.  Recall that in the simulations run under the same parameters 
with a smaller affected radius, only one simulation resulted in a mutation.  The system is 
very sensitive to the size of the region affected by the bystander-effect.  Additionally, this 
indicates that mutation and success of radiation may be greatly influenced by bystander 
radiation if the bystander effect impacts a larger area.   
 It was also found in a previous section that mutation is sensitive to repair and 
multiple rounds of radiation.  For this reason, two final cases were tested for comparison.  
The first included two rounds of radiation with no bystander effect and a lower level of 
repair.  This level was set at 0.05, or five percent recovery each hour. The second included 
two round of radiation with bystander-radiation set at .04 and five percent repair.  In both 
cases, the moderately aggressive cancer cell line with radiation beginning at 300 hours was 
used, mutation was set at .001, and bystander-survival-probability was set at fifty percent.  
Total mutations in each round of radiation, number of mutations after completion of each 
round of radiation, and success of the radiation were tracked.  If the first round of radiation 
was unsuccessful, the second round of radiation was applied to the mass of re-growing 
cancer cells.  Results of these simulations can be found in Table 10.   
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Mutation and Bystander - Second Round of Radiation 
bystander-radiation Round of radiation 
 
Sim1 Sim2 Sim3 Sim4 Sim5 
0 
1 
total mutations in 
round 1 
0 1 1 0 0 
successful? yes no yes yes no 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
2 
total new 
mutations in 
round 2 
0 1 1 1 0 
successful? yes no no yes yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
0.04 
1 
total mutations in 
round 1 
0 0 1 2 0 
successful? yes yes yes no yes 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
2 
total new 
mutations in 
round 2 
0 0 1 2 1 
successful? yes yes no yes no 
mutations after 
completion of 
radiation  
0 0 0 0 0 
 
Table 10 - Mutation and Bystander - Second Round of Radiation.  The table above shows the results of 
two round of radiation with low recovery, 0.05, and two levels of bystander radiation.  
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In the case of no bystander-radiation, the occurrence of a mutation was not 
uncommon.  Two simulations resulted in mutations in the first round of radiation and three 
simulations resulted in mutation in the second round of radiation.   Two simulations 
resulted in unsuccessful radiation in round one.  For both of these simulations, the second 
round of radiation was successful.  In one simulation, the first round of radiation was 
successful, but the second round of radiation resulted in a mutation which caused the 
treatment to be unsuccessful.   
 In the case with bystander-radiation set at 0.04, results were similar.  Two 
simulations produced mutations in round one and three simulations produced mutations in 
round two.  All but one simulation had successful outcomes in the first round.  In this 
simulation, the second round of radiation was successful.  One simulation resulted in 
unsuccessful treatment in the second round due to mutation.     
In these cases, slow repair resulted in more frequent mutations.  Additional rounds 
of radiation were beneficial in some simulations and harmful in others.  From this data, it 
is still unclear whether the low level of bystander-radiation had an effect on the system in 
combination with mutation. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
 
 A model combining cell cycling, tumor growth and radiation along with 
stochasticity in cell characteristics was developed.  In running the basic Radiation Model 
under different initial radiation times, it was found that the earlier radiation is started, the 
better the chance of a successful treatment course, where successful treatment means by 
the time of completion, the cancer cell population has been reduced to zero.  Success of 
radiation was extremely sensitive to initial radiation time.  If the population was allowed to 
grow for too long before beginning treatment, it became extremely unlikely that 
controlling the growth of the population with radiation was possible.   
 More information is needed on both mutation and the bystander effect.  The system 
was found to be very sensitive to level of repair as well as the size of the area impacted by 
the bystander effect.  These two values in particular should be more closely investigated.  
Experimental data with which to compare simulated results is needed.  This would allow 
for fitting the parameters so the model matched what was found biologically, thus giving 
us a more accurate idea of what values or range of values are valid.   
 Mutations in simulations using this model were found to be relatively rare.  In the 
event a mutation did occur, the success of radiation treatment was greatly affected.  In 
some cases, when a mutation occurred near the edge of the radiation area, a new tumor 
began to form before radiation had even completed, and the spread became uncontrollable.  
In other cases, when the mutation occurred during repopulation, the growth of a new tumor 
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was observed.  For this reason, the causation of mutation from radiation treatment is a 
major concern.   
 The bystander effect seemed to have little effect on the dynamics of the overall 
system when the levels were kept low.  Considered alone, bystander deaths were relatively 
rare and in the event some occurred, the healthy cell population easily recovered.  
However, if the bystander level was increased or if the size of the impacted area was 
increased, significant loss of tissue was observed.  It was believed that low level bystander 
effect may still impact the event of mutations.  In running the model, this was not 
supported.  Conversely, increasing the radius of the bystander effect did result in a 
significant increase in the number of mutations even with bystander-radiation set at a low 
level.   
 It was observed that multiple courses of radiation potentially increased the risk of 
mutation.  In some cases, additional radiation resulted in success not reached by a single 
round.  In other cases, the additional radiation ultimately caused the failure of the treatment 
in the event of mutation.   
Many treatments for cancer, particularly cases involving cancerous tumors, include 
both surgery and radiotherapy.  It would be interesting to investigate the success of 
radiotherapy after most of the tumor mass had been removed via a surgical operation.  
Investigating success of combination treatments in cases where the tumor is too advanced 
for radiotherapy alone to be successful could provide valuable information. 
 There are a number of other complexities that may be interesting to include in the 
model in the future.  One is the idea of the weakening of cells in response to radiation.  
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This could be particularly interesting in combination with the bystander effect.  Many 
human cells exist in what is known as a terminally differentiated state [3].  This means, the 
healthy cell population is resistant or no longer able to reenter the cell cycle to replace 
damaged or dead cells.  Studying the growth and control of a tumor in this environment 
could be beneficial in improving the treatment of tumors occurring in tissues such as the 
brain.  Finally, incorporating the occurrence of low-dose sensitivity could have an effect on 
the overall behavior of the system.  This is the phenomenon where a cell is particularly 
sensitive to radiation at a low dose, less than 0.5 Gy, but resistant to radiation at a higher 
dose [14].  Varying the strength of the radiation dose for cells with this attribute and 
evaluating the effect on the remaining cancer cell population could improve current 
radiation treatment courses.   
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APPENDIX A 
Table of Parameters 
Parameter Value Scaled Model Value 
Critical-neighbors 8 9 
Average-glucose-absorption 93.6 10 mg/cell/hr  .36 
Max-glucose-absorption 97.2 10 mg/cell/hr  .72 
Efficiency (Healthy) 
Random Normal  
Average 93.6 10 mg/cell/hr  
St.dev. 93.6 10 mg/cell/hr  
Random Normal 
Average .36 
St. dev. .12 
cefficiency (Cancer) 
Random Normal 
Average range 
9 93.6 10  to 7.2 10 mg/cell/hr    
St.dev. one third selected average 
Random Normal 
Average range .36 to .72 
St.dev. one-third selected average  
Transition 
Random Normal 
Average 83.96 10 mg/cell  
St.dev. 81.32 10 mg/cell  
Random Normal 
Average 3.96 
St.dev 1.32 
Quiescent-glucose-level 71.728 10 mg/cell  17.28 
Critical-glucose-level 86.48 10 mg/cell  6.48 
Diffusion Rate  1 
Starting Glucose 610 mg  100 
Replenishing Glucose 61.1 10 mg  130 
Survival-probability 37% .37 
1 dose of radiation 2Gy 1 
Standard treatment 1 dose for 30 days skipping weekends 1 dose every 24 hours 
Mutation-probability Varies  Range: 0% to 3% 
Varies 
Range: 0 to 0.03 
Repair Varies Range: 0% to 100% 
Varies 
Range: 0 to 1 
Bystander-radiation Varies Range:0% to 5% 
Varies 
Range: 0 to 0.05 
Bystander-survival-probability Varies Range: 37% to 100% 
Varies 
Range: .37 to 1 
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APPENDIX B 
Glucose NetLogo Model 
patches-own [glucose] 
 
globals 
[ 
  border  
  main  
] 
 
to setup 
  clear-all 
  set border patches with [count neighbors != 8]  
  set main patches with [count neighbors = 8]  
  ask border [set glucose 10]  
  ask main [set glucose 0]  
end 
 
to go 
  diffuse glucose drate  
  ask border [set glucose 10] 
  recolor 
  tick 
end 
 
to recolor 
  ask patches [set pcolor scale-color green glucose 0 50] 
end 
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APPENDIX C 
Healthy Cell NetLogo Model 
breed [Healthycells Healthycell] 
turtles-own 
[ 
  stage 
  ;stages 0-4: 0=G1, 1=synthesis, 2=G2, 3=mitosis, 4=quiescent 
  age 
  energy 
  efficiency  
  transition ;requirement for glucose to move from g1 to synthesis 
] 
patches-own  
[ 
  glucose 
  turtle-count 
] 
 
globals 
[ 
border ;;border patches where glucose sources 
main ;;all other patches 
critical-glucose-level 
quiescent-glucose-level 
max-glucose-absorption 
average-glucose-absorption 
critical-neighbors 
] 
 
to setup 
clear-all 
set critical-glucose-level 6.48 
set quiescent-glucose-level 17.28  
set max-glucose-absorption (.72)  
set average-glucose-absorption (.36)  
set critical-neighbors 9  
setup-glucose 
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recolor 
setup-Healthycells 
update-Healthycell-Distribution 
ask patches [set turtle-count (count turtles-here)] 
end 
 
to setup-glucose 
set border patches with [count neighbors != 8];;idetifies patches that have less than eight 
neighbors as source cells 
set main patches with [count neighbors = 8];;identifies all other patches as interior patches 
ask border [set glucose 100];;sets initial level of source cells 
ask main [set glucose 100];;sets initial level of tissue cells 
end 
 
 
to setup-Healthycells   
  set-default-shape Healthycells "circle" 
  create-Healthycells Initial-Number-Healthycells 
  [ 
    setxy random-xcor random-ycor 
    set size 1 
    set stage random 5 ; puts in random stage 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 
    if stage = 0 [set color gray] 
    if stage = 1 [set color blue] 
    if stage = 2 [set color orange] 
    if stage = 3 [set color magenta] 
    if stage = 4 [set color violet] 
    set age 0 
    set energy 0 
    set efficiency random-normal average-glucose-absorption (average-glucose-absorption / 
3);normal distribution with average and st. dev. 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
  ] 
end 
 
 
to go 
  diffuse-off-border 
  ask turtles [cycle] 
  tick 
  update-Healthycell-Distribution 
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  ask patches [set turtle-count (count turtles-here)] 
end 
 
   
to diffuse-off-border  
  diffuse glucose 1 ;; rate of diffusion command has to be between 0 and drate, max drate is 
1 
  ask border [set glucose 110] ;;replenishes edge/source cells to a glucose level of 110 
  recolor 
end 
 
to recolor 
ask patches [set pcolor scale-color green glucose 0 200] ;;describes how to color cells 
based on glucose level 
end 
 
to cycle  
  if stage = 4 
  [ 
    ifelse age > 3000 [die] 
      [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here )  < critical-glucose-level [ die ]   
        [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) > quiescent-glucose-level and ( count turtles-
here + count turtles-on neighbors ) < critical-neighbors  
       [absorb-glucose 
          set age 0 
          set energy 0 
          set stage 0 
          set color gray]  
       [absorb-glucose   
         set age ( age + 1 )]] 
      ] 
      ] 
  if stage = 3 
    [ 
     ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die]  
      [absorb-glucose 
        divide] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 2 
    [ 
     ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse age = 4 
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      [absorb-glucose 
        set age 0 
        set energy 0 
        set stage 3 
        set color magenta] 
      [absorb-glucose 
        set age ( age + 1 )] 
      ] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 1 
    [ 
    ifelse ( glucose  / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse age = 8 
      [absorb-glucose 
        set age 0 
        set energy 0 
        set stage 2 
        set color orange] 
      [absorb-glucose 
        set age ( age + 1 )] 
      ] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 0 
   [ 
    ifelse age > 13 [die] ;usually spend 11 hours, but allow for up to 13 
      [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < quiescent-glucose-level 
        [absorb-glucose 
          set age 0 
          set energy 0 
          set stage 4 
          set color violet] 
        [ifelse ( count turtles-here + count turtles-on neighbors ) > critical-neighbors 
          [absorb-glucose 
            set age 0 
            set energy 0 
            set stage 4 
            set color violet] 
          [absorb-glucose 
            ifelse energy >= transition 
            [set age 0 
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              set energy 0 
              set stage 1 
              set color blue] 
            [set age ( age + 1 )] 
          ] 
        ] 
      ] 
    ] 
  ]    
end 
 
 
to absorb-glucose 
  ifelse stage = 4 
  [ 
    let qefficiency (.75 * efficiency) 
    set energy (energy + qefficiency) 
    ask patch-here [set glucose (glucose - qefficiency)] 
  ] 
  ;this reduces glucose consumption during the quiescent phase 
  ;cells aren't progressing to division and need less energy to perform functions 
  [ 
    set energy (energy + efficiency) 
    let pefficiency efficiency 
    ask patch-here [set glucose (glucose - pefficiency)] 
  ] 
end 
 
   
to divide 
  set stage 0 
  set color gray 
    hatch-Healthycells 1 
    [downhill turtle-count 
    set age 0 
    set energy 0 
    set stage 0 
    set color gray 
    set efficiency random-normal average-glucose-absorption (average-glucose-absorption / 
3) 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3)] 
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end 
 
to update-Healthycell-Distribution 
  if count Healthycells > 0 
  [ 
  set-current-plot "Healthycell Stage distribution" 
  set-current-plot-pen "G1" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 0] / count Healthycells ;will give percentage in G1 
  set-current-plot-pen "Synthesis" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 1] / count Healthycells   ;percentage in synthesis 
  set-current-plot-pen "G2" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 2] / count Healthycells  ;percentage in G2 
  set-current-plot-pen "Mitosis" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 3] / count Healthycells  ;percentage in Mitosis 
  set-current-plot-pen "Quiescent" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 4] / count Healthycells  ;percentage in Mitosis 
  ] 
   
  set-current-plot "Population Plot" 
  set-current-plot-pen "population" 
  plot count Healthycells 
   
  set-current-plot "Interior Glucose" 
  set-current-plot-pen "glucose" 
  plot [glucose] of patch 0 0 
end 
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APPENDIX D 
Tumor Growth NetLogo Model 
breed [Cancercells Cancercell] 
breed [Healthycells Healthycell] 
turtles-own 
[ 
  stage 
  ;stages 0-4: 0=G1, 1=synthesis, 2=G2, 3=mitosis, 4=quiescent 
  age 
  energy 
  efficiency  
  transition  
] 
patches-own  
[ 
  glucose 
  turtle-count 
 ] 
 
globals 
[ 
border  
main  
critical-glucose-level 
quiescent-glucose-level 
max-glucose-absorption 
average-glucose-absorption 
critical-neighbors 
time 
] 
 
to setup 
clear-all 
set critical-glucose-level 6.48  
set quiescent-glucose-level 17.28  
set max-glucose-absorption (.72) 
set average-glucose-absorption (.36)  
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set critical-neighbors 9  
setup-glucose 
recolor 
setup-Cancercells 
setup-Healthycells 
update-Healthycell-Distribution 
update-Cancercell-Distribution 
ask patches [set turtle-count (count turtles-here)] 
end 
 
to setup-glucose 
set border patches with [count neighbors != 8] 
set main patches with [count neighbors = 8] 
ask border [set glucose 100] 
ask main [set glucose 100] 
end 
 
 
to setup-Cancercells 
  set-default-shape Cancercells "circle" 
  create-Cancercells 1  
  [ 
    setxy 0 0 
    set color red  
    set size 1 
    set stage random 4; puts in random stage 0, 1, 2, or 3 
    set age 0  
    set energy 0  
    set efficiency random-normal cefficiency (cefficiency / 3) 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
  ] 
end 
 
to setup-Healthycells   
  set-default-shape Healthycells "circle" 
  create-Healthycells Initial-Number-Healthycells 
  [ 
    setxy random-xcor random-ycor 
    set color blue  
    set size 1 
    set stage 4 ;start healthy cells in quiesence  
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    set age 0 
    set energy 0 
    set efficiency random-normal average-glucose-absorption (average-glucose-absorption / 
3) 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
   ]  
end 
 
 
to go 
  diffuse-off-border 
  ask turtles [cycle] 
  tick 
  update-Healthycell-Distribution 
  update-Cancercell-Distribution 
  ask patches [set turtle-count (count turtles-here)] 
  if [glucose] of patch 0 0 < critical-glucose-level and time = 0 
[set time ticks] 
end 
 
   
to diffuse-off-border  
  diffuse glucose 1  
  ask border [set glucose 110]  
  recolor 
end 
 
to recolor 
ask patches [set pcolor scale-color green glucose 0 200]  
end 
 
to cycle  
  if stage = 4 
      [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here )  < critical-glucose-level [die]   
        [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) > quiescent-glucose-level and ( count turtles-
here + count turtles-on neighbors ) < critical-neighbors  
          [absorb-glucose 
            set age 0 
            set energy 0 
            set stage 0]  
        [absorb-glucose   
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         set age ( age + 1 )] 
        ] 
      ] 
       
     
  
  if stage = 3 
    [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die]  
      [absorb-glucose 
        divide] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 2 
    [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse age = 4 
      [absorb-glucose 
        set age 0 
        set energy 0 
        set stage 3] 
      [absorb-glucose 
        set age ( age + 1 )] 
      ] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 1 
    [ifelse ( glucose  / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse age = 8 
      [absorb-glucose 
        set age 0 
        set energy 0 
        set stage 2] 
      [absorb-glucose 
        set age ( age + 1 )] 
      ] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 0 
    [ifelse age > 13 [die]  
      [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse breed = Healthycells and ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < quiescent-glucose-
level 
        [absorb-glucose 
          set age 0 
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          set energy 0 
          set stage 4] 
        [ifelse ( count turtles-here + count turtles-on neighbors ) > critical-neighbors and 
breed = Healthycells 
          [absorb-glucose 
            set age 0 
            set energy 0 
            set stage 4] 
          [absorb-glucose 
            ifelse energy >= transition 
            [set age 0 
              set energy 0 
              set stage 1] 
            [set age ( age + 1 )] 
          ] 
        ] 
      ] 
    ] 
  ]    
end 
 
 
to absorb-glucose 
  ifelse stage = 4 
  [ 
    let qefficiency (.75 * efficiency) 
    set energy (energy + qefficiency) 
    ask patch-here [set glucose (glucose - qefficiency)] 
  ] 
  
  [ 
    set energy (energy + efficiency) 
    let pefficiency efficiency 
    ask patch-here [set glucose (glucose - pefficiency)] 
  ] 
end 
 
   
to divide 
  set stage 0 
  if breed = Healthycells 
  [hatch-Healthycells 1 
    [ 
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    downhill turtle-count  
    set age 0 
    set energy 0 
    set stage 0 
    set efficiency random-normal average-glucose-absorption (average-glucose-absorption / 
3) 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
    ] 
  ] 
  if breed = Cancercells 
  [ 
    hatch-Cancercells 1 
    [ 
      lt random 360 fd 1  
      set age 0 
      set energy 0 
      set stage 0 
      set efficiency random-normal cefficiency (cefficiency / 3) 
      if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
      set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
     ] 
  ] 
 
end 
 
to update-Healthycell-Distribution 
  if count Healthycells > 0 
  [ 
  set-current-plot "Healthycell Stage distribution" 
  set-current-plot-pen "G1" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 0] / count Healthycells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Synthesis" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 1] / count Healthycells  
  set-current-plot-pen "G2" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 2] / count Healthycells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Mitosis" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 3] / count Healthycells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Quiescent" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 4] / count Healthycells  
  ] 
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end 
 
to update-Cancercell-Distribution 
  if count Cancercells > 0 
  [ 
  set-current-plot "Cancercell Stage distribution" 
  set-current-plot-pen "G1" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 0] / count Cancercells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Synthesis" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 1] / count Cancercells  
  set-current-plot-pen "G2" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 2] / count Cancercells 
  set-current-plot-pen "Mitosis" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 3] / count Cancercells  
  ] 
end 
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APPENDIX E 
Radiation NetLogo Model 
breed [Cancercells Cancercell] 
breed [Healthycells Healthycell] 
turtles-own 
[ 
  stage 
  ;stages 0-4: 0=G1, 1=synthesis, 2=G2, 3=mitosis, 4=quiescent 
  age 
  energy 
  efficiency  
  transition  
  radiation 
] 
patches-own  
[ 
  glucose 
  turtle-count 
  ] 
 
globals 
[ 
border  
main  
critical-glucose-level 
quiescent-glucose-level 
max-glucose-absorption 
average-glucose-absorption 
critical-neighbors 
survival-probability 
start-time 
rcount 
#mutations 
#bystander-deaths 
] 
 
to setup 
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clear-all 
set critical-glucose-level 6.48 
set quiescent-glucose-level 17.28  
set max-glucose-absorption .72  
set average-glucose-absorption .36  
set critical-neighbors 9  
set survival-probability .37 
set start-time 0 
set rcount 0 
set #mutations 0 
set #bystander-deaths 0 
setup-glucose 
setup-Cancercells 
setup-Healthycells 
update-Healthycell-Distribution 
update-Cancercell-Distribution 
ask patches [set turtle-count (count turtles-here)] 
end 
 
to setup-glucose 
set border patches with [count neighbors != 8] 
set main patches with [count neighbors = 8] 
ask border [set glucose 100] 
ask main [set glucose 100] 
end 
 
 
to setup-Cancercells 
  set-default-shape Cancercells "circle" 
  create-Cancercells 1 
  [ 
    setxy 0 0 
    set color red  
    set size 1 
    set stage random 4 
    set age 0  
    set energy 0  
    set efficiency random-normal cefficiency (cefficiency / 3) 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
    set radiation 0 
  ] 
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end 
 
to setup-Healthycells   
  set-default-shape Healthycells "circle" 
  create-Healthycells Initial-Number-Healthycells 
  [ 
    setxy random-xcor random-ycor 
    set color blue 
    set size 1 
    set stage 4 
    set age 0 
    set energy 0 
    set efficiency random-normal average-glucose-absorption (average-glucose-absorption / 
3) 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
    set radiation 0 
  ] 
end 
 
 
to go 
  diffuse-off-border 
  ask turtles [cycle] 
  ask turtles [radiate] 
  tick 
  if (start-time > 0 and (start-time + ticks) mod 24 = 0 ) 
  [set rcount (rcount + 1)] 
  if rcount = 30 
  [ask patches [if pcolor = yellow [set pcolor black set rcount 0 set start-time 0]]] 
  update-Healthycell-Distribution 
  update-Cancercell-Distribution 
  ask patches [set turtle-count (count turtles-here)] 
end 
 
   
to diffuse-off-border  
  diffuse glucose 1  
  ask border [set glucose 110]  
end 
 
to cycle  
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  if stage = 4 
      [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here )  < critical-glucose-level [ die ]  
           [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) > quiescent-glucose-level and ( count turtles-
here + count turtles-on neighbors ) < critical-neighbors  
             [absorb-glucose 
               repair-radiation 
               set age 0 
               set energy 0 
               set stage 0]  
            [absorb-glucose   
              repair-radiation 
              set age ( age + 1 )] 
           ] 
        ] 
     
  
  if stage = 3   
    [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die]  
      [absorb-glucose 
        repair-radiation 
        divide] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 2 
    [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse age = 4 
      [absorb-glucose 
        repair-radiation 
        set age 0 
        set energy 0 
        set stage 3] 
      [absorb-glucose 
        repair-radiation 
        set age ( age + 1 )] 
      ] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 1 
    [ifelse ( glucose  / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse age = 8 
      [absorb-glucose 
        repair-radiation 
        set age 0 
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        set energy 0 
        set stage 2] 
      [absorb-glucose 
        repair-radiation 
        set age ( age + 1 )] 
      ] 
    ] 
     
    if stage = 0 
    [ifelse age > 13 [die] 
      [ifelse ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < critical-glucose-level [die] 
      [ifelse breed = Healthycells and ( glucose / count turtles-here ) < quiescent-glucose-
level 
        [absorb-glucose 
          repair-radiation 
          set age 0 
          set energy 0 
          set stage 4] 
        [ifelse ( count turtles-on neighbors + count turtles-here ) > critical-neighbors and 
breed = Healthycells 
          [absorb-glucose 
            repair-radiation 
            set age 0 
            set energy 0 
            set stage 4] 
          [absorb-glucose 
            ifelse energy >= transition 
            [repair-radiation 
              set age 0 
              set energy 0 
              set stage 1] 
            [repair-radiation 
              set age ( age + 1 )] 
          ] 
        ] 
      ] 
    ] 
  ]    
end 
 
 
to absorb-glucose 
  ifelse stage = 4 
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  [ 
    let qefficiency (.75 * efficiency) 
    set energy (energy + qefficiency) 
    ask patch-here [set glucose (glucose - qefficiency)] 
  ] 
 
  [ 
    set energy (energy + efficiency) 
    let pefficiency efficiency 
    ask patch-here [set glucose (glucose - pefficiency)] 
  ] 
end  
 
   
to divide 
  set stage 0 
  if breed = Healthycells 
  [ 
    ifelse radiation = 0 
    [hatch-Healthycells 1 
    [downhill turtle-count 
    set age 0 
    set energy 0 
    set stage 0 
    set efficiency random-normal average-glucose-absorption (average-glucose-absorption / 
3) 
    if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
    set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3)] 
    ] 
    [let mutate (radiation * mutation-probability) 
      ifelse random-float 1 > mutate ;hatch cancer cell w probability based on radiation 
exposure 
      [hatch-Healthycells 1 
        [downhill turtle-count  
          set age 0 
          set energy 0 
          set stage 0 
          set efficiency random-normal average-glucose-absorption (average-glucose-
absorption / 3) 
          if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
          set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3)] 
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      ] 
    [hatch-Cancercells 1 
       [lt random 360 fd 1 
         set color red 
         set age 0 
         set energy 0 
         set stage 0 
         set efficiency random-normal cefficiency (cefficiency / 3) 
         if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
         set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3) 
         ]  
       set #mutations (#mutations + 1) 
    ] 
    ] 
  ] 
   
  if breed = Cancercells 
  [hatch-Cancercells 1 
    [lt random 360 fd 1  
      set age 0 
      set energy 0 
      set stage 0 
      set efficiency random-normal cefficiency (cefficiency / 3) 
      if efficiency > max-glucose-absorption [ set efficiency max-glucose-absorption ] 
      set transition random-normal (average-glucose-absorption * 11) (average-glucose-
absorption * 11 / 3)] 
  ] 
end 
   
to repair-radiation 
  set radiation (radiation - (repair * radiation)) 
end 
 
to initiate-radiation 
  while [mouse-down?] 
     [ set start-time ticks 
       ask patches  
       [if (distancexy mouse-xcor mouse-ycor) < 10 
      [set pcolor yellow] 
     ] 
     ] 
end 
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to radiate 
  if (count patches with [pcolor = yellow]) > 0 
  [ 
  ifelse pcolor = yellow and (ticks + start-time) mod 24 = 0 
     
   [ 
     if (stage = 2) or (stage = 3) ;sensitive stages 
      [ 
         let radiation-recieved (random-float 1.25) 
         ifelse radiation-recieved > survival-probability [die] 
         [set radiation (radiation + 1)] 
      ] 
   
     if stage = 1 ;resistant stage 
     [ 
       let radiation-recieved (random-float .75) 
       ifelse radiation-recieved > survival-probability [die]  
       [set radiation (radiation + 1)] 
     ] 
   
     if (stage = 0) or (stage = 4) 
     [ 
      let radiation-recieved (random-float 1) 
      ifelse radiation-recieved > survival-probability [die] 
      [set radiation (radiation + 1)] 
     ] 
    ] 
  ;The idea is that if the random number generated is lower, it is less likely to be greater 
than the survival 
  ;probablility, therefore cell is less likely to die and more resistant   
  
   
    [if (ticks + start-time) mod 24 = 0 
      [let neighbors-radiated count turtles-on patches with [pcolor = yellow and distance 
myself < 3]  
      let bystander-dose (neighbors-radiated * bystander-radiation) 
      if bystander-dose > 1 [set bystander-dose 1] 
      if random-float bystander-dose > bystander-survival-probability 
      [set #bystander-deaths (#bystander-deaths + 1) 
        die] 
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      set radiation (radiation + bystander-dose)] ;gives indirectly radiated cells ability to 
mutate 
      ;no cells should die if bystander is 0, or if radation has not occurred.  
      ] 
      ] 
 
end 
 
 
to update-Healthycell-Distribution 
  if count Healthycells > 0 
 [  
  set-current-plot "Healthycell Stage distribution" 
  set-current-plot-pen "G1" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 0] / count Healthycells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Synthesis" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 1] / count Healthycells 
  set-current-plot-pen "G2" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 2] / count Healthycells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Mitosis" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 3] / count Healthycells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Quiescent" 
  plot count Healthycells with [stage = 4] / count Healthycells 
 ] 
end 
 
to update-Cancercell-Distribution 
  if count Cancercells > 0 
  [ 
  set-current-plot "Cancercell Stage distribution" 
  set-current-plot-pen "G1" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 0] / count Cancercells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Synthesis" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 1] / count Cancercells  
  set-current-plot-pen "G2" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 2] / count Cancercells  
  set-current-plot-pen "Mitosis" 
  plot count Cancercells with [stage = 3] / count Cancercells  
  ] 
end 
 
 
